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Does your sign mean you're unselfish, aggressive, eccentric or "hopelessly confused?" Famous

author and champion of astrology Manly Palmer Hall explores the psychological foundations of the

zodiac. First published in 1937.
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This is a short pamphlet on astrology, written by Manly P Hall, an American esotericist with ideas

broadly similar to those of Theosophy. It's not clear to me when this short text was written. The

pamphlet mentions Hitler and Mussolini, and by implication Mussolini's death, but Pluto had not yet

become the ruler of Scorpio. Perhaps it was written shortly after World War II? The current edition is

from 1982. A Kindle edition also exists, but lacks the illustrations.Hall's pamphlet is pretty basic

astrology 101. It's interesting only in the sense that it establishes Hall's own belief in a fairly modern

interpretation of natal astrology. While there are 12 basic personality types corresponding to the sun

signs, Hall does believe that a person can change with hard work and determination. All signs have

both negative and positive qualities. The pamphlet emphasizes the negative ones, the author at one

point saying that he doesn't want to be too indulgent to the readers (more specifically, readers born



in Cancer!). His interpretations of the various signs are more or less the standard ones. I won't

reveal what interesting insights I might have gleaned even from this little work. ;-)However, I feel I

just have to share the author's ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“dissingÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• of Gemini . Here

goes!ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“It is from the ranks of the neo-intellectuals that we develop our parlor

socialists, our ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“modernistsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• in poetry and letters, and those

arm-chair anarchists who have theoretical explanations for every circumstance of living.

(ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦) We are forced to remind the reader that Gemini is unusually conspicuous in the

annals of certain types of crime. In the lower scale, Gemini, ruling the fingers, bestows a certain

lightness upon them, resulting in pickpockets and forgers. Truthfulness in particular is difficult to

Gemini people.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•For the record, I'm not a Gemini, while Hall was (of course) a

Piscean! While ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Psychoanalyzing the Twelve Zodiacal TypesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• isn't

very deep as astrology goes (you will find more information in many commercial and glossy volumes

on the birth signs), it feels somewhat unfair to give it two stars, so therefore I give it three. After all,

even an ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“initiateÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• like Hall had to explain the basics

sometimesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦

Very short, not really worth a whole book, more like an essay. Its ideas are also quite obvious to

anyone familiar with Hall's general synthesizing style or with a more honest and esoteric

implementation of zodiacal astrology. This understanding is still far superior to any casual astrology

essay you'll read online by amateurs or your common 'professionals'.

I would actually give this a 4.5 for general knowledge. However, since Dr. Hall is referencing

mundane houses and rulers vs the esoteric rulers of Alice Bailey and Dr. Douglas Baker, I cannot

give it a 5.

Please do yourself a favor and purchase this kindle book, it will enhance your overall understanding

of the cosmos and her relationship to human existence.

I was amazed when I compared each sign with the relatives and acquaintances how much this book

matched each person, now I know why they are the way they are. This might make us to be not so

quick to judge!!!

This book is informative. Enjoyed the read expect the Aquarian section. As an aquarian I wanted



more info on my quirky antics. :-(

Meh

This is an excellent take on analysis of the signs. I would not have expected less from MPH. All in

all an excellent, even essential supplement to the divination tool box.
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